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About This Content

Back in action! The Classic Pack sees the return of the Smiley boulder and Sisyphus in-game avatar, along with 3 new army
banners (mug, angry god, and smiley face) to adorn your battlefield and units.

The boulder will be included among your selectable boulders at the start of any match, while the avatar and banners can be
selected from the "Customize" menu.

Also included here on Steam only is the Original Soundtrack! Find it in: Steam\SteamApps\common\Rock of Ages 2\Original
Soundtrack
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super fun game if you like puzzle games with a storyline and somewhat of a free choice throughout game. bottom line fun short
game.. Great music game if you like DJ Max.. I just finished the first chapter of Midnight at the Celestial Palace yesterday. If
you like music, story, magic, and adventure, this is quite possibly one of the greatest games to ever get made. The only thing that
might leave you disappointed is the fact that it isn't longer. This game has not even been out for a week yet, but I am already
feeling desperation for chapter II. The puzzles are simple as far as adventure games go, but it's the journey that truly carries this
game. This is something that can be enjoyed by anyone, both avid adventure game players as well as casual gamers of any age..
kinda♥♥♥♥♥♥tbh the hit boxxes are garbage and the achievement thing gets kinda boring and repetitive after like 20min
didnt go past level 1 cuz its so bad all tho for 40 cents i would make a better game on god damn scratch. Fun RPG with a twist. I
really liked how avoiding combat was recommended and there was zero focus on grinding (as it would make you weaker).
Combat is fun, with Gallium and charge attacks adding interesting new elements to combat. The story is intriguing, and is
different from many RPG's.
The fact that you get weaker after every fight really makes the game interesting, and makes you wonder whether the treasure in
that chest is worth fighting the monsters in front. On the whole, the game really captures the desperation of old age and fading
power well.
On the downside, the game is short, and doesn't hold a ton of replayability value for me, but it was fun for about 10 hours. I got
it on sale for 99 cents, and it was well-worth that price. I would probably enjoy replaying the game once and doing a few things
differently, but that's about it.
On the whole, a very unique RPG with a couple of twists captured in an adequate, if not entirely sublime, world. Great for RPG
fans who are getting bored of the usual grinding for gold and XP and looking for something new. 8.5\/10
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As a 2D minigolf lover, this game was fun for a while. The idea of getting points by bouncing off the outer walls of a level is a
fun mechanic that gives levels a lot of replayability as I try to get to the top of the leaderboard in each level by using 2 shots.

However, it seems the best strategy is often the same: just zig-zag as much as possible and then attempt to hit the center of the
circle. Hitting walls actually increases the speed of the ball a tiny bit so you also get more distance by zig-zagging (which gives
more points).

Walls are a buggy mess that sometimes send you to a random direction which becomes very irritating in levels with tight
corridors. The level design is also quite uninteresting and it just feels like the designer slapped some shapes in and called it a
level.

So in each level getting high score just requires you to zig-zag a ton and maybe get a lucky buggy bounce off a wall. Not fun..
This game might look♥♥♥♥♥♥ But the lap races are actually pretty awesome. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Dovetail Games.
They took my money for Flight Sim World and just canceled it. How do you know the won't do the same to this game. DO NOT
TRUST DTG. Never buying another product from this company again.. It captures the spirit of wingsuit flying extremely well
for a minimalistic game. The sound effects, the zoom vision and the acceleration combine to give me an exhilarating rush
especially when 'threading the needle' in some maps.

Mindfulness - Having procedurally generated maps also keep the surprise and suspense up and this is a very great
game to train mindfulness. Empty your mind and live in the present.

P.S. Would be great if developers wrote an api call that would allow connection to a real-life fan that blows in our faces
when we dive down. Hahaha. u run around kill waves of enemies, need 2 save ammo and herbs, thestory
is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665i really regret buying it. I haven't finished the game yet; I'm at about 35%
completion, so take that for what it's worth. So far, the game has been a lot of fun.

  Combat mechanics aren't very complicated; each character has
  1. A weak attack, a strong attack, (both of which start generic but can be altered by runes)
  2. A powerful attack, heal or buff unique to that character, and
  3. Team attacks based on the other people placed on the team with them.
  In place of a static MP system, characters use Stamina, which regenerates in battle.

 The dialogue is pretty entertaining, with characters feeling pretty well fleshed out in personality. This occasionally
gives rise to conflict within the party, which gives the group a degree of believabilty many games lack.

  EDIT: I forgot in my first draft to mention the puzzles, which deserve recognition. While they wren't quite as
common or as intense as Lufia\/Lufia II, they bring those games to mind. Specifically, a LOT of the side quests offer
tangible rewards for playing through puzzles, so while they aren't "necessary," those of us who enjoy such things get a
warm fuzzy feeling AND better gear.

  My only complaint (and it's a doozy) is that as of the time of this writing, gear bonuses are not being added properly
to your chars. I haven't done my homework on things like Strength, and Agility, but they seem to be working. However,
Spirit (which adds HP) is NOT being added to the characters' HP totals. This means characters whose gear focuses on
toughness (like Griffin, one of your early chars) suffer, since their gear gives up points in other stats which do seem to
be added in. Hopefully the devs will fix this.

  In all, it's been a fun game so far. Seems a bit brief, but for the price, the length is reasonable.. \udb40\udc21. Has
some cool puzzle ideas that had me stumped for a while. So far only one puzzle room and will greatly benifit with more
as the puzzles aren't dynamic (same codes every time you play a particular room). I like the serial killer basement
location but i wont recommend it until theres more content. Perhaps a different basement each for notorius real world
serial killers and use historical facts as hints to solve puzzles.. so, I found out *after* purchasing this that it's
connected somehow to other games in a series. which is quite a big detail to miss in the naming of the game itself.
because of this mistake I have no idea how I should be reviewing this as a whole, as all I can really do is review this title
specificly. what exactly have I missed?
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the game begins as the player descends some sort of tower into a hellish landscape. though it's quickly hinted at that
you're inside the mind of a physopath or a killer. there's a sea of exploding lava a couple of miles below you and rocks
flying and spinning above you which is overcasting a blood red sky. all in all it's quite a cool setting, which is also
suprisngly stable, especially given that this is a indie title.

you seen happen upon a town, which is filled with dark secrets. I know this because as I enter some buildings my ability
to control the character is reduced as I'm forced to listen to something. which is really quite annoying, though is
something quite usual in horror games for some reason. any chance of an "Immersive" story is immediatly taken away
at this point. the town splits off into a few different sections, which quietly attribute to the thought of being in
someone's mind in their own little way. quite a difficult thing to pull off.

the game really begins once you've reached the school and you meet the monster, or at least the first one that will
appear in this title. the introduction to the monster is done horribly, it's something that will only appear in darkness to
attack you, but first appears half basked in the light which lead me to quite a bit of confusion until I figured out how
this monster opperates exactly. immediatly it would have been better to have this monster appear in the players vision
in darkness, only for it to disapear when some light randomly turns on. from here on out it's "be afraid of the spooky
scary dark" as the player goes through several different light puzzles in order to safely navagiate a room.

INCOMING SPOILERS:

the final nail in the coffin comes from the fact that the school itself is, well, a school for schoolchildren. whereas the
final sequence involves a lot of dismembered adult body parts strewn around everywhere and the player running
through many racks of cages with adults slamming on the bars as a spooky darkness approaches. did the school change
to a high school or college at some point? is this really how they advertise their early access product with such an
inaccuracy? this is proof of concept stuff right here, not anything which actually indicates any amount of development,
usually I would overlook something like this given that it is early access, but... the assets used look as if they were
placed there to stay there, with no intention of changing it later

there are many things about this game that show promise. the animations are great, art is great, modeling is great,
sound is not the greatest but is definetly at a level I would call highly passable, but it looks as if the designer is quite
heavily asleep at the wheel and has little concept of what horror is or how to actually implement it.

maybe I'm wrong and this game will turn out great, but initial impressions aren't great.. not enough poeple playing it
but its a really fun game.
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